
SALVADOR DALI &  RAMON CASAS

OWNER
REYSER, Barcelona, Spain.

BUILDER
Astilleros Zamakona, Bilbao, Spain.

DESIGNER
DINAIN in association with the owner
from an original concept by Erik Hvide.

DIMENSIONS
Length overall 27.66m
Beam 15.25m
Maximum draft 4.65m

MAIN ENGINES
Two  Caterpillar 3516BHD diesels, each
developing 2,500hp at 1,600 rev/min.

PROPULSION
Two Rolls-Royce type US 205 Z-drives
via Twin Disc MCDs.

PERFORMANCE
Speed ahead 12 knots
Bollard pull 74.8 tonnes

EQUIPMENT
Bi Kateak winch, Guascor gensets.

Spanish input updates
concept for Europe
Having secured the rights from Seabulk
Towing, in the USA, to market the SDM
(ship docking module) concept in Europe,
a leading Spanish operator, REYSER,
has had two of the 'flying suacer' shaped
vessels built at Bilbao-based Astilleros
Zamakona for its own operations in the
Port of Barcelona. However, for
contractural reasons, in Europe the
vessels are to be called ATTs (asymmetric
tractor tugs).

 The prototypes of the concept were
originally developed by Erik Hvide together
with the Seattle-based Elliot Bay Design
Group for use around Florida but primarily
in Port Everglades where space to handle the
cruise ships was very limited. Now, Spanish
input, developed into detailed design form
by DINAIN (Diseno Naval e Industriel), has
brought the concept on from its origins.

For example, comparing REYSER's
Salvador Dali and Ramon Casas, as the two
new vessels have been named, with New
River, the very first SDM, the wheelhouse
has been enlarged and given internal access
and the accommodation much extended to

cater for up to six persons in three double
cabins.

Another, extremely visible, innovation  is
the hanging of solar panels to railings along all
four sides of the wheelhouse roof. These
power several low consumption wheelhouse
electronic items.

The hull dimensions of the latest versions
vary little from the original elliptical shape,
measuring 27.66m x 15.25m. Such differences
as do exist are almost certainly due to re-
drafting the EBDG imperial design to metric
units rather than any deliberate modification.
However, the power plant has, as one might
have predicted, been uprated in the never
ending quest for more thrust.

A pair of Caterpillar 3516B HD units are
now installed, each developing 2,500hp at
1,600 rev/min, to give these latest versions an
increase of a full 1,000hp in total. This extra
results in a claimed bollard pull of 74.8
tonnes and a 12 knot free-running speed.

As before, the engines face in opposite
directions  to turn Rolls-Royce type US 205
FP Z-Drives, mounted fore and aft and each
offset from the vessel centreline – the forward
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unit to starboard and the aft to port. There are
matching slotted skegs at both bow and stern.

Another improvement is the installation
of Twin Disc HD MCD modulating clutches
between each engine and thruster allowing
precise propeller speed, even down to zero,
irrespective of engine speed. This is, of
course, of great benefit when operating the
full FiFi 1 system, supplied by Fire Fighting
Systems AS, with pumps that are engine
driven. The monitors are located at the forward
end of the bridge deck.

Other engine room items include a pair of
110kW generator sets,  manufactured in
Spain by Guascor, Hamworthy sewage plant,
Itur pumps, Sperre compressor and Alfa
Laval fuel purifier. Sumivent fan units provide
the engine room ventilation.

The deckhouse arrangement is simple but
effective. Half of its depth provides shelter
for the Bi Kateak 135-tonne brake holding
capacity, single drum winch. Forward of this
is a compact combined mess and galley. On
either flank are the twin berth cabins, one to
port and two to starboard - all three having
direct access to a toilet/shower compartment.

The wheelhouse is  particularly well glazed
with floor to ceiling windows by La Auxiliar
Naval facing the aft deck. In addition there is
a window in the floor looking down on the
winch between the main two island engine/
thruster controls. Tight against the forward
windows is a wide horseshoe shaped console.
The radio communication equipment is all by
Sailor (SP Radio) and Koden provided both
the radar and DGPS. The gyrocompass is
from Sperry and the AIS from JRC.

Juan Ignacio Garcia-Tuñón Vila, managing
director of REYSER, advised IT&S that
European and National regulations, coupled
with differing Classification Society
requirements made the development of the
project problematical and forced changes.
“In addition, we have incorporated some
other modifications which, in our opinion
were needed to achieve a more modern and
updated unit. We are now looking into the
possibility of patenting the design for the
European market.”

Keep your engine room free of seawater!
Use Bloksma Boxcoolers for

a long term reliable engine

cooling system.
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